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• This WP covers a huge field:

Planetary systems near and far

Asteroids and comets in our own Solar 
system 

Exoplanets as well as the characteristics 
of their host stars



• Joris De Ridder              (B)
• Alessandro Sozzetti      (I)
• Vardan Adibekyan        (P)
• Julia de Leon                 (S)

Coordinators



WG3 School
Exoplanets & astrostatistical 

analysis techniques
Geneva, Sep 2022

WG3 Workshop
Fundamental stellar parameters 

from asteroseismology 
in the era of Gaia

Aarhus, June 2022

WG3/2 Workshop
Frontiers of Stellar Physics: 

The theory-Observation Interface
Zagreb, Jan 2020

WG3 Workshop
Asteroids and comets

Helsinki, Sep 2021



SOC/LOC chair: Lovro Palaversa (note the great gender balance)
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rotation
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Frontier of stellar physics: the theory-observations interface



LOC chair: Antti Penttilä

SOC chair: Karri Muinonen





Gaia DR3

SOC chair: Mikkel Lund
LOC chair: Rasmus Handberg





ALMA – mm and submm

Gaia - Astrometry TESS – Exoplanet detection 
and asteroseismology

JWST - IR

Gathering expertise from different fields





For many of them this was their first scientific meeting since the Covid 
shutdown. So many happy faces at the same time…



LOC/SOC chair: Damien Segransan





Slides of the lecturers available through Zenodo.



• The COST meetings really helped to revive the research field after the 
Covid lockdown. 
➝ The meetings right after Covid were tremendously appreciated!

• COST greatly helped to fund the more expensive types of meetings, 
like a PhD school, where the lecturers need to be funded.
➝ The PhD students were very enthusiastic about the school! 

• The COST meetings helped with
• boosting Gaia’s potential and scientific return  
• disseminating all the information that is present in the Gaia documentation

What worked well?



• The subdivision of the WG in sub-WG, each with its own coordinator did not have 
that much added value. 

• The spending of COST money is subjected to many rules from Brussels

➝ has caused more than once some confusion with the LOC

➝ The total amount of funding was often not the problem, it’s the way you
     can spend it. In some cases, the LOC felt is was not possible to organize
     the meeting with COST funding alone, and had to look for other funding
     channels.  

➝ Always got a lot of help from our Action’s financial manager. 
     A huge thank you to Carme!

What could improve?



Thanks!


